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ABSTRACT

Suppose that (M,g) and (N,h) are compact smooth Riemannian manifolds without

boundaries. For m = dimM > 3, and <f> : (M,g) -» (N,h) is exponentially harmonic, there

exists a smooth metric g conformally equivalent to g such that <j>: ( M , g) - • (N, h) is hannonic.
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Let (A4,g) and (Ar,h) be compact smooth Riemannian manifolds without boundaries;
and "H a homotopy class of smooth maps ip : AA —> Af.

The exponential energy of a map <j> : (A4,g) —* (Af,h) between two Riemannian mani-
folds is defined by

(1) E£:= I jm*)\\,
JM

where |<f< (̂a:)| denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the differential

with respect to g,h; and ug the volume element of (A4,g).
In local coordinates (x l) and (y°) on AA. and Af, we have

Definition. A smooth map 6 ; (M,g) —»• (Ar, h) is exponentially harmonic if it is an
extremal of the exponential energy functional Et.

A vector field v along 4> (this is, a section of <j>~lT(Af) —• M) determines a variation of
4> by ^t(x) = exp^x)tv{x). If v has support M' C A1,then computing the following

as done in [4], we have

where NT are the Christoffel symbols of the connections on Af. Thus if a smooth map
4>: (Ai,g) —+ (Af,h) satisfies (2), we call an exponentially harmonic map between M and
Af.

J. Eells posed the following problem: For a given map ip : M -+ Af, does there exists
an exponentially harmonic map <f> such that <f> 1S homotopy to <p ?

In this paper, we give a positive answer to Eells' problem under the conformal meaning
of the Riemannian metric g.

We prove the main results

Theorem 1. Suppose m = dimM ^ 3, Then there is a smooth metric g confoimally
equivalent to g and a map <f> 6 H such that <j>: (M,g) -* (Af, h).

Before we prove Theorem 1, we first state a relation between exponentially harmonic
maps and harmonic maps.



Theorem 2. Suppose m = dimM ^ 3, and <f> : (M,g) —* (A'\/i) is exponential
harmonic. Then there exists a smooth metric g conformally equivalent to g such that
<f>: (M, g) —*• (Ar, h) is harmonic.

Proof. Write g — f~lg for a smooth positive function / : Ai —+ R. Then we have

Since <f>: (M,g) —• (A/*, ft) is an exponentially harmonic map, we have

Then direct calculation gives

Set / = e" r a-2 , we obtain

( 4 ) e — 2 / 2 = 1 .

Then applying (4) to (3), we conclude that 4>: (M,g) —• (Af, h) is harmonic.

In order to prove theorem 1, we introduce some lemmas.

Lemma 1. The function y = -%^ on [1, e) is increasing, and inverse. Moreover the inverse
function f = $(j/) is defined on [0, e"1), and smooth.

Proof. Since -£ = 4j —%f- > 0, for any / £ [1, e), the inverse function theorem yields
that the inverse function / = $(y) exists on [0,e -1), and

df 1 P
dy y'f 1 - l o g /

It is obvious to see that $(y) on [0,e-1) is smooth, and / = $(y) = efy.

Lemma 2. Suppose that a map ^ : (M,g) —* (A/", h) is harmonic. Then for any £ > 0,
there exists a smooth metric g conformally equivalent to g such that <$> : (A-l,*?) —• (Af, h)

is harmonic and \d<f>\2 = gt:*ha0 . ——r < e.
ox1 oxi

a0 .
ox1

Proof. Since (f>: (M,g) -* (M, k) is a harmonic map, we have



Set g = Cg into the above equation where C is a constant, we prove that <$> : {M,g)
, ft) is also a harmonic map, and moreover

Since </> is smooth on the compact manifold M, then we have

\d<}>\ < constant.

When C is large enough, we have
< e.

Theorem 3. Suppose m = dim M ^ 3, and a map <f> £ Ti such that <f> : (M,g) —* (A', h)
is harmonic. Then there is a smooth metric g conformally equivalent g, and a map 4> € H
such that <f> : (M,g) —» (M,h) is exponentially harmonic.

Proof. By lemma 2, we can suppose that 4> : (M,g) —* (N, h) is harmonic and

where e. is any small constant. So we have

Write g = f~*g for a smooth positive function / : M —* R. Put g — fg into (5), we have

Since |rf |̂2 < I !17^, we can set from Lemma 1

where <ji(y) is defined in Lemma.
It yields that

Therefore we have

J L (

The following interesting results are due to Eells and Ferreira [1]
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Theorem 4. Suppose that m = dim M ^ 3. Then there is a smooth metric g conformally

equivalent to g and a map <j> £ H such that <j>:{M,g)^ (M, h) is harmonic.

Proof.f For the detail proofs we refer to see [l] . Here we would like to outline the proofs.
Consider the functional

= l f
^ JM

Use the results of Money- [5] as done by Sacks and Uhlenbeck [6] in the case of m = 2, we
can prove that there exists <f> € H s-uch that <f> satisfies

* 1

So write g = (1 + \d<j>^)^~ g, we have that <j>: (M,g) -* (Af,h) is harmonic.

Proof of Theorem 1. Combining Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we prove theorem 1

The following unique continuation Theorem is direct consequence of Theorem 2 and [T\

Corollary. Let <p : (M\,g) —* (A'', h) be an exponentially harmonic map which is constant
on an open subset of M. Then (f> is constant on M..

If m = dimM. — 2, the situation is radically diferent, the harmonic map is a conformal
invariant of the metric on M.. We cannot prove that harmonic maps represent homotopic
classes by the conformal metric of M as done in [1] . But in the weak sense, we can
represent homotopy classes by exponentially harmonic maps.

Theorem 5. Suppose that m = dimM = 2. Then there is a C°-continuous metric g
conformally equivalent to g and a smooth map <j> £ H such that <f> : (M,g) —• (A/*, h) is
exponentially harmonic in the weak sence.

Proof. For p > 2, by Sacks and Uhlenbeck's results [6] , there exists a smooth <f> 6 "H such
that 4> satisfies

Write g = fg where / : M -» R is a C°-continuous, positive function.
And set

I J J 12/ |tf<^|2

it is easily proved that / is a C°-continuous, positive function and satisfies



On the other hand, we have

So we have

dx'

Notes. After this paper was finished, the author has learnt from Eells that he has obtained
the same results of theorem 1 and 2 using other methods.
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